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It is a well-known conjecture that (‘:) is never squarefree if n > 4. It is shown 
that ( :) is not squarefree if n > n,. $P 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
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Throughout this paper we put {a} = a - [a], eznio = e(a) (where a is real) 
and e* = exp(z). The terms c, c,, cz ,..., denote positive absolute constants. 
For n = 1, 2,..., we write 
2n ( 1 n = WO>2 s(n) (s(n), s(n) are integers, Mq(n)>l = 11, 
so that (s(n))‘1 (:) and (“,“)/(s(n))’ is squarefree. 
It is a well-known conjecture that for n > 4, 
s(n) > 1, (1) 
i.e., (2,“) cannot be squarefree; see 11, p. 711, see also [2]. (If this is true then 
it can be applied in the group theory.) The goal of this paper is to show that 
for large n, (1) holds. In fact, we will determine also the asymptotics for the 
square part of ( p ). 
THEOREM. If E > 0, n > no(e) then we have 
exp((c - E) n ‘12) < (s(n))2 < exp((c + s) n l’*) 
where 
c= 2’/2 ? ((2& 1)-‘/*-(2/q-‘/*) 
&=I 
(> 0). (2) 
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
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2 
Let us write (“,“) in the form 
2n 
( 1 n 
= n P% 
P<2n 
so that 
Pp = ““g~I’ogp” ([$]-2[$1) (for allp), 
[(log Zn)/(~ogP)l 
PPG s 
1 < 1% 2n 
’ l%P 
(for all p), 
a=1 
P”%P (log 2n)lclogP) = zn (for all p), 
PP= ([$I-z[$l) 
(3) 
+ ([$12[; for (211)1’3 <p < (2n)“‘, (4) 
and 
Pp= [41-2[J]< 1 for (2,)“* <p < 2n. (5) 
Furthermore, we put 
Mn)>2 = pQn PYP, 
so that 
yp=2 Pp [ I 2 ’ 
Y, a$7 
and (in view of (5) and (6)) 




For t = 1, 2,..., let 
Xt = (2n/t)“‘, 
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and define the positive integer T by 
xT+ 1 = (2n/(T + l))*‘* < (2n/(log n)*)r’* < (2n/r>“’ = x, 
so that 
T = [(log n)‘]. (9) 
For t = 1, 2,..., T, denote the interval x,+, <x4xX, by I,. IfpEZ, for some 
1 < t < T, i.e., 
X t+ * = (2n/(t + 1))“’ < p < (2n/t)“’ = X[, t<2n/p2<t+l, t= 
(10) 
then 
(since 0 < [2x] - 2[x] < 1 for all x). Furthermore, (10) implies for large n 
that 
P>xt+,>x,+,= (2n/([(log n)‘] + 1))“’ > @/(log @)I’* > (2n)“’ 
so that by (4) and (11) we have 
ifp E Z2k-, (for 1 Sk < (T+ 1)/2), 
ifpEZ,, (for 1 <k< 7). (12) 
Obviously, we have 
(13) 
By (6), /3, = 0 or 1 implies that y,, = 0. Thus (12) and (13) yield that for 
++I <P<X, (=(2nY2), 
y = I PI,=2 
ifp E I,,-, and {n/p} > f, 
P 0 ifp E I,,, orp E ZZk-, but {n/p} < 4. (14) 
(where 1 ,< k < (T + 1)/2). 
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By (8) and (14), we have 
(s(n))’ = n PVP = n p% ( [(Tii)‘zl 
P<2n PdXT k=l PEIZh-I 
p) * 
In/PI> 112 
(where U, = ~pcXTpvp and Uk = ~pEIZk~,,tnlpl~ iI2 P for k = 1, 2,..., 
IV + 1)/21). 
First we estimate U,,. By (3) and (7), for large n we have 
W) XT logU,= r logpfi< c logp% s log2n<2- 
PGX, P<X, PiXT log xT 
Pl[(log 421>1’2 * 112 
x log n = 2 log(2n/[log ?q])i’2 log n < lo log n 
so that from (15), 
I(T+ I)/21 
log s(n) - c log u, 
n’/2 
+ogu,<5-. 
log n (16) k=l 
3 
To estimate the products U, (for k > l), we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 (I. M. Vinogradov [4]). Let ?,I, p, A be real numbers satisfying 
O<A<& (17) 
A<p-q<l-A. (18) 
Then there exists a periodic function v(x), with period 1, satisfying 
(i) I&) = 1 in the interval 9 + fA <x < q - iA, 
(ii) v(x) = 0 in the interval p + fA <x < 1 + q - fA, 
(iii) 0 < v(x) < 1 in the remainder of the interval Q - $4 < x < 1 + 
rt - $6 
(iv) v(x) has an expansion in Fourier series of the form 
+a 
v(x) = (P - r) + c (a,,, cos 2zmx + b, sin 2nmx), 
m=l 
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where 
l%l G 2(P - II), I &I I G %J - VI? 
l%l< 2 n2m2d’ l&l <A. n2m2A 
This lemma is identical to the r = 1 special case of Lemma 12 in [4, 
p. 321. 
LEMMA 2 (M. Jutila [3]). Zf 2 <P < X then we have 
( zp e ($) ( < c,(P’-c2((‘0gp~~(‘0Kx~~2 + P3/2*-1/2) exp(c,(log log P>'>. 
4 
Let E (< i) be an arbitrary small positive number. By using Lemma 1 with 
A = E and first with q = $ + (s/2), p = 1 + (e/2) (note that (17) and (18) 
hold by E < i), we obtain that there exist periodic functions F”‘(x) and 
F’*‘(x), with period 1, satisfying 
F”‘(x)= 1 for $ +E<x< 1 --a, and FC2)(x)= 1 for f<x< 1, (19) 
F”‘(x) = 0 for 0 <x < f and Ft2’(x) = 0 for E < x < f 
0 <P”‘(x) < 1 and 0 < Ft2’(x) < 1 for all x, 
F”‘(x), FC2)(x) have Fourier series of the form 




=q+ r &‘e(mx) (j= 1,2), 
0<lml<+cc 
d(‘) = 1 _ E 
0 2 7 
d(2) = 4 + E 
0 9 




d(j) = $(a($ - ibz)) and &‘, = d!/) for m > 0 (so that ]d$‘I = $ ]alim), + ibli, I 
fo”r j= 1, 2 and all m), 
Id;‘) = i lu$, + iblf,( = &2;,, + qm,y* 
1 23’2 1 
<-- - 
2 nlml ’ 214 
(for j= 1,2,0 < [ml), (24) 
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I&q = f I$$ + iblim), 1 = ;(a:,, + bf,,)“* 
< t * 2334 + E) < 29f + ;> < 1 (for j= 1,2,0 < Iml) (25) 
and 
Id:)\ = f Iuf$, + iblf,l = j(u~,, + bfm,)1’2 
1 23’2 1 <-- - 
2 ?r2rn2& < 6rn2& 
(for j= 1,2,0 < Iml). (26) 
By (19)-(21), for k= 1, 2 ,..., [(T+ 1)/2] and n > nl(c), we have 
log u,= ;‘ 
PEIIX-1 
In/PI > l/2 
wn/P) 1% P 
XZk<P<XZk-I 
P’(n/p) > + log 
n 
c wn/P) 
X2k<P<Xtk--l (log 4’ X2k<P<X2k-I 
= (i + o(l)) log 12 wn/P) (27) 
X2k<P<XZk-I 
and 
logU,= z lWP< 1 F’=‘(n/P) 1% P 
PE12k-I XZk<P(XZk-I 
In/PI > l/2 
c 
2n 
< log X2k- 1 F’2’(n/P) - 
XZk<P<XZk-l 
P’(n/p) = + log _ 
2k- 1 XZ<P<xZk-I 
XZk<P<XZk-I 
Thus, to estimate U,, we have to estimate the sums 
(with j = 1, 2). 
For j = 1, 2 and N = 1, 2 ,..., put 
(28) 
R Y’(x) = ? 
,m,Fv+ 1 
d$(mx) = F(j)(x) - db” - c d$+zx), 
o<lml<N 
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so that in view of (26), 
(29) 
Put 
(for all u > 0, u > 0). 
Then by (23), (Z), (29), and the prime number theorem (and since 
k = O(T) = O((log TZ)~) = no”‘, for all E > 0 and for n > n2(&) we have 
+ s R (i) n 
X2kcP<X2k--I 
[c-21+1 p ( i! 
<E -7 l+ K’ I Wn, x 2k- J - Y(w x2dl 
x2k<P<X2k--I o< IG-2+ 1 
1 
+ 
x,,<pix,,+, WW21 + 1) 
< 2E v 1 
C2n/2k)‘lz<P;2n/(2k- I))‘/2 
+ -P 
o< lm~E-2+ I 
(I Wn, x 2k--1)i + 1 Y(mnT X2k)i) 
< 2.5 log ‘, 1,2 (PlPk - 1))“’ - (2@k>“‘> 
+ =i- 
o< ImEis-z+ I 
(I Y(mn, x 2k- 1)i + 1 Y(mnT X2k)ib 
< 6E g ((2k - 1)“2 - (2k)- l’*) 
+ -T - 2 (1 Y(mn9 X2k- I>[ + 1 ‘trnny x2k)b 
O<lml<c- +I 
(30) 
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To estimate 1 Y(l m 1 n, xZk-, )I and 1 Y(l m 1 n, xJ, we will apply Lemma 2 
first with P = P, = xZk- 1, X=ImIn,andthenwithP=P,=x,,,X=jmln. 
In both cases, 2 <Pi <X holds trivially for n > 4, so that, in fact, Lemma 2 
can be applied. By using this lemma, we obtain for large n (and 
lml,<c*+2) that 
I Y(l m I *Y ‘i)l 
< c,(p~-C2((10Ppi)I(10B Imln))* + P3/*()ml n)-‘I*) exp(c,(log log Pi)‘) 
< cl(exp((log(2n)“‘)( 1 - c,(((log n”*)/(log n)2)/10g(2n/s2))2) 
+ exp(3 log(2n)“* - + log n)) exp(c,(log log n)*) 
= c,(exp((f + o( l))(log n)( 1 - c,/4) + exp(b log n)) 




can be chosen, so that 
c,=G6<~. 
2 2 (32) 
For n > n3(c), we obtain from (30~(32) that 
< 6.5 g ((2k - 1)-i’* - (2/k-“‘) + x 2nc7 
O<lmlCc-*+l 
< 7E g ((2k - 1)“2 - (2/k-9. (33) 
By the prime number theorem (and since k= O((log n)‘) =nocl)), (33) 
yields for n > n4(c) that 
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XZk<P<xZk-1 
< 8~ g ((2k - 1)-‘/Z - (2/k-“*). (34) 
We obtain from (27), (28), and (34) that for n > n5(c) (and k > 0) we 
have 
(2n1’2 - 8En”2 ((2k- 1)-‘/z _ (2k)-l/2) 
log PI 
= 2’/*(1 _ zs/*,5) n’/*((2k - I)-‘I* - (2k)-‘j2) 
> (2-1’2 - 6~)n”~((2k - I)-“* - (2k)-I’*) (35) 
and (by&<%) 
log n c2”,1;o;;‘n1’2 ((2k _ I)-‘12 - (2k)-l/2) 
= 2”*(1 +25’2c).1’2((2k- 1)-1’2-(2k)-“2) 
< (2-l’* + 7~) n”*((2k - I)-“* - (2k)-“*). (36) 
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By (16) (35), and (36), for n > n6(s) we have 
79 
I(T+1)/*1 
log s(n) - 2-1’2n”2 F- 
k=l 
((2k - 1)--1/Z - 
+a, 
+ 2-'/Znl/2 -s 
k=[(T$21+ I 
((2k - I)-“* - (2/r- “2) 
I(T+ I)/21 






(log u, - 2-“%P((2k - 1))“2 - W-“‘))I 
+ n1’2 (2[(T+ 1)/2]+ 1)-l/2+ 
! k=I(T;),21+l (-(2k)~“‘+(2k+l)~‘/‘)) 
n l/2 [(T+l)l*l 
<5-+ =T 
log n k:l 
llog U, - 2-“2n’/2((2k - 1)-1/2 - (2k)-I/*)] 
+ n’/*(2((T+ 1)/2 - 1) + 1)-*12 
l/2 [CT+ I)/21 
(5%+ K- 
log n k:l 




+ 7m”* F ((2k - 1)-‘j2 - (2k)-‘I’) +& 
k=L 
c 8xn1i2. (37) 
This holds for all E (for n > ns(&)) which completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
5 
Finally, we note that we might like to estimate max,/?, or to study also 
the divisors of (z), wheref(n) < k < n -f(n); see also [ 11. To study these 
problems, we need estimates for sums of the form 
where f(x) is a polynomial; we will return to these problems in subsequent 
articles. 
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